PRESS KIT

GAME
Rising Constellation

4X, MMO, Persistent universe
PVP Only

DEVELOPER
Blackflag Games Studio

Based in Switzerland
Founded in 2019

RELEASE DATE
Early-access in November 2020
Full release (planned) in October 2021

PLATFORMS
Linux
PC (Microsoft Windows)
Mac

PRICE
Early-access USD 19.99
Full release USD 24.99

WEBSITE
rising-constellation.com

AVAILABILITY
Digital download on Steam
store.steampowered.com/app/1393660/Rising
_Constellation

LANGUAGES
English
French

PRESS CONTACT
contact@rising-constellation.com

SOCIAL
facebook.com/risingconstellation
twitter.com/rising_const
instagram.com/rising_constellation_

COMMUNITY
discord.com/invite/Y2p6Pem
risingconstellation.wordpress.com

COOPERATIVE MMORTS
MANAGEMENT GAME
Rising Constellation is a 4X MMO
management game, set in a futuristic
universe in which multiple factions fight for
galactic domination. Immerse yourself in a
cooperative gaming experience by
choosing your faction according to its
political regime, culture and history. Rise
through the ranks to become your faction’s
charismatic leader and define its military,
diplomatic and economic strategies. Lead
your faction in its conquest of star systems
and towards victory!
Rising Constellation transports you into a scifi setting in which accomplished Navarchs

(space fleet commanders) pit their destroyers
and cruisers against each other, cunning
Erased (spies and assassins) conduct
undercover operations, and seductive
Siderians (orators of great influence) turn
their enemies’ populations against them.
Rising Constellation offers several game
modes, ranging from highly tactical, smallteam RTS games to large role-playing
campaigns involving several hundred players.

The game’s large-scale, role-playing elements
are further emphasized in Prestige matches,
which introduce the possibility for players to
collectively write the history of the Rising
Constellation universe.

TRAILER
youtu.be/fzOCVqV3P9o

GAMEPLAY
youtu.be/5jCLs4pBJcw

KEY FEATURES
3 game modes (Flash, Tactic and Legacy)

that offer a wide variety of gaming
experiences.
A multiplayer game with simple
mechanics and tons of replayability
thanks to the numerous synergies possible
between players.
Breathtaking music that will immerse you
in the immensity of space.
Intense and diversified empire
development.
3 agents types (Navarchs, Erased and
Siderians) which will level up as you
progress and encourage varying playstyles.
A rich universe, illustrious characters and a
story to be written collectively.
Space elevators, planetary shields,
interstellar gates… basically the best of
science fiction.
Innovative team objectives and multiple
paths to victory.
Future-proof and uncluttered visuals for a
complex and engaging strategy game.

ABOUT BLACKFLAG GAMES
Blackflag Games is a young video game studio
from Lausanne (Switzerland), founded in June
2019 by two brothers with a passion for video
and board games.
Founded to serve as the cradle for the creation
of Rising Constellation, the studio was able, in
two years, to gather a team of a dozen
collaborators and develop its project on a tight
schedule.

